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when Michael Rosario singled with two out and
pinch-runner A.J. Mathis raced from first to third
on a steal and a throwing error – only for the game
to end with a strikeout It was the seventh time in
the game SJR State struck out with a runner in
scoring position.
The Vikings were 2 for 12 in such opportunities
and neither hit produced a run – one batter advanc-

ally long stint.
Langston Provitt was 2-4 with the game’s only
extra-base hit, a double, to lead the Vikings’ 10-hit
offense. Rosario and Ryan Romano were both 2-5.
Gonzalez, Bubba Sangster, Riley Wash and Chase
Malloy all singled.
Ranked first in the state and fifth in the nation,
Central Florida improved to 31-6 and 10-5, two

The Raiders (4-8) had tied the game in
the top of the seventh. Brett Chesbro singled with one out, stole second, took third
on Cory Goff’s hit and scored in a fielder’s
choice by Dylan Hutchinson.
Chesbro struck out seven, walked two
and allowed one unearned run on two
hits, but wasn’t involved in the decision

